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Europe. June, 1906: The Research Committee of the IAE chose Rodolphe Paulsen, Professor of Electrical Engineering and member of the Electrical Engineering department at the University of Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany, to be the chair of the committee. 1907: Paulsen, together with the other members of his committee,
studied and reported on the comparative advantages and disadvantages of the first year of engineering education in the United States and Europe. 1908: The eighth International Congress of Electrical Engineering, this time held in the United States, adopted the report of the Paulsen committee as the final statement
of the IAE membership of the education of engineers. October, 1908: The Committee published the Paulsen report in the Transactions of the IAE. 1909: The Paulsen report was translated from German into English and distributed to all American engineering students. 1910: The Paulsen report was read by the National
Congress of the IAE in Washington, D.C. February, 1911: The Paulsen report was published in the Bulletin of the IAE. 1911: Paulsen was elected to a new term as a member of the Executive Committee of the IAE. 1913: The Paulsen report was published in the Transactions of the IAE. December, 1913: The American
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into fraud Players suspected of match-fixing to be investigated AFL players have been told to expect match-fixing investigations will be
carried out and they can expect their names to be published in the media. AFL chief executive Andrew Demetriou says there will be a
public statement on Friday about the investigation and that all involved will be briefed. "Of course it's not something we want to see (in
the game) but we've got to make sure the integrity of the competition is protected," Demetriou said. "We've got to make sure the
international and interstate footballers are protected and we have to make sure our game is protected. "That's what we've got to do."
Demetriou said it was the "first time in the history of our game" that players were being investigated. He said it was early days in the
investigation and there was "no reason not to assume the guilt of the players concerned". "Of course there are other reasons why it
might have happened. It's not saying that it's every single way, it could be a combination of things," he said. "But we can't make any
assumptions. It's not like he's a little innocent or a very guilty person." He said the AFL clubs and league had "high integrity amongst
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